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The Tyranny of What we Know to be True
[IMAGE: flat world] Once in the not‐so‐distant past, people everywhere
knew that the Sun and all the stars spun around the Earth which had been
proven to be at the centre of the universe. This was such an accepted piece
of knowledge, that even asking questions about it could have the most dire

consequences as Gallileo quickly discovered. No amount of evidence to the
contrary could convince the powers that be that they were wrong and decades
of ridicule, executions, vilification and other forms of duress were used
to suppress the obvious truth. Eventually though, the truth prevailed ‐
overcoming what I like to call the tyranny of what we know to be true. This
phrase describes those beliefs which have no basis in fact but are so much
a part of our consciousness, they are accepted without question.
Human history has a long record of these tyrannical beliefs; the earth is
flat, bleeding is the best way to treat all illnesses, it is unnecessary
for doctors to wash their hands between patients, and vaccination is the
best and only way to protect against infectious diseases, to name just a
few.
Today, this tyranny is incredibly evident when dealing with the media in
Australia. Without meaning to in so many instances, the ingrained belief
system of the journalists creates a wall between balanced reporting and the
public. This powerful form of censorship has succeeded in suppressing
information on the risks of vaccination for decades in much the same way as
the influence of the Catholic church succeeded in suppressing evidence of
the falsehood of a geocentric universe.
Six days ago, I was asked to appear on Mornings with Kerri‐Anne ‐ a
regular early‐morning program which had, a week earlier, [IMAGE: Kerri Ann]
presented two doctors pushing the viewpoint that vaccines are perfectly
safe, and not administering them was stupid, harmful and irresponsible.
There is nothing unusual in this message. Due in part to the efforts of
the Australian Vaccination Network, more and more parents are questioning
the administration of shots to their children. This drop in vaccination
rates has led to more pressure on the media to paint vaccine refusers as a
risk to those who vaccinate and to block any information which might call
into question the safety or effectiveness of vaccines.
What was different this time however, is that after airing this show, the
station was inundated with phone calls and emails from parents who have
seen the dangers of vaccination first‐hand and others whose research has
led them to reject vaccination because of its risks and ineffectiveness.
So many of you complained about this show, the station felt it had no
option but to try and pay lip service to the pro‐choice side. When they
first contacted me, they wanted to have a parent go on against Dr Penny
Adams, one of the doctors who had appeared the week before and whose
extreme views had caused such a strong reaction in the first place. I
insisted however that there be at least one more person from our side on
the show, so they agreed to have me appear as well as Diana Mund, one of
our long‐time AVN members, a paediatric nurse and the mother of two
unvaccinated and very healthy children.
Now, if you are really trying to give some balance to any debate, you need
to give both sides an equal opportunity. With two doctors on the week
before, one would have thought that balance would have been two pro‐choice
advocates the next week and a fair airing of the subject with equal time
given to both.
This is not what happened however. I feel that I did get some good points
across and the participation of Diana Mund was absolutely brilliant! She
was able to talk about her own experience nursing vaccine damaged children
and how that affected her decision not to vaccinate her own children, one
of whom has just returned from a world trip without any vaccines or
illnesses. She said that her children didn't have eczema, asthma or any of

the other illnesses which are now so common and that when they do get sick,
they are over it quickly and the symptoms are mild. These are all very
important things fearful parents who are considering vaccination need to
hear.
Despite all of this however, there were constant interruptions and
Kerri‐Anne made her pro‐vaccination stance very clear.
After the program, many of you wrote in to complain about the obvious bias
on the program. One of you has contacted me to let me know that the
assistant at the program you spoke with said that they were 'very cranky'
with Kerri‐Anne for not letting me speak and that there have been so many
families of vaccine‐injured kids calling in to complain, that not only are
they planning on another show on this issue early in 2009, but that they
have started a database of vaccine‐injured kids to call upon for that
program.
The message is ‐ each and every one of you is so very powerful ‐ don't
ever doubt that! And it is time for you all to exercise that power and the
place to begin is the Kerri‐Anne show.
I know that many of you haven't seen the program in question (my kids
taped it for me on our Austar box but I have no idea of how to take that
file and put it onto my computer ‐ if any of you computer gurus out there
can help, please contact me at [LINK: mailto:meryl@avn.org.au]
meryl@avn.org.au). However, all you need to do is to write in and ask them
to do more programs on the subject of vaccine risks. If you have a child
who has been vaccine affected, let them know that too. Include a picture if
you'd like ‐ that brings the message home in a very strong way.
If enough of you do this, the show will go ahead and hopefully, may even
be more balanced.
At the same time, you can include a copy of your letter to Julia Timms, an
Executive Producer at 60 minutes who contacted me about 6 weeks ago and was
interested in doing a program on autism. I sent her reams of information
and never heard back. I did call her when I went down to Sydney to see if
the show was going to go ahead and whether or not she wanted to meet with
me to discuss it further, but never received a call back. She also needs to
hear from you regarding your desire to get this show to air. Her email
address is [LINK: mailto:jtimms@nine.com.au] jtimms@nine.com.au. A short,
polite letter from you will do a world of good.
Below are a couple of facsimile letters that you can use as a skeleton for
your own message. Feel free to use the text as is if you wish ‐ as long as
you do write in. Be sure to include your details (name, address and phone
number) so they know that this message comes from a real person.
This email newsletter goes out to almost 6000 people. Imagine the response
if each and every one of you took 5 minutes to write a brief message to
these two programs!
I leave this in your hands and I congratulate you on the success of your
efforts last week and hope to see a continuation of this good work in the
next few days.
Yours in health,
Meryl
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Facsimile letters
Mornings with Kerri‐Anne
[LINK: mailto:morningtalk@nine.com.au] morningtalk@nine.com.au
Dear Kerri‐Anne,
Thank you for asking Meryl Dorey from the AVN and Diana Mund to appear on
your program last week. It is so rare to see any information regarding the
risks of vaccination on mainstream TV. I do feel however that the program
should have been more balanced and that if one week had included only the
pro‐vaccination point of view, the next week should have only included the
pro‐vaccination choice viewpoint.
I am a parent who struggled to make the best possible informed choice for
my children and only did so after extensive research into this subject. I
would like to ask that you revisit this issue on your program and next
time, either truly give the AVN equal time or else facilitate an open and
unbiased debate between experts on both sides without any bias towards one
or the other.
Kind regards,

Julia Timms,
Associate Producer
60 Minutes
[LINK: mailto:jtimms@nine.com.au] jtimms@nine.com.au
Dear Ms Timms,
I understand that you have been considering producing an episode of 60
Minutes regarding the link between autism, behaviour problems and
vaccination. I am a parent who has looked at this issue for my own children
and my research which has been extensive, has led me to the conclusion that
the balance of evidence points to a strong connection between vaccinations
and autism.
In the United States, the parents of Hannah Polling won their vaccine
damages case when the American government had to pay them compensation and
admit that their daughter's autism had indeed been caused by vaccines. At
this point, there are almost 5,000 other families who are involved in a
class‐action lawsuit against the US government for the same reason.
In the past 20 years, autism has gone from affecting one child in 20,000
to one child in 67 and though doctors are quick to say that vaccines are
not involved, they can't say what the cause is. Since Dr Andrew Wakefield's
first paper was published 10 years ago in the Lancet, raising the
hypothesis that vaccines may cause gut issues and behavioural problems,

numerous other peer‐reviewed articles by researchers around the world have
verified and expanded upon his original findings.
I would like to urge you to go ahead with your proposed feature and to
invite the Australian Vaccination Network to participate in this program as
they have contact details for many, many families whose children have
become autistic after vaccination.
Kind regards
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RECOMMENDED MEDIA
[IMAGE: vaccine damaged children] NEW!
Vaccine Damaged Children
By Dr Isaac Golden PhD, D.Hom., N.D.,B.Ec(Hon)
113 pages
174mm x 249mm
"My first experience with a vaccine damaged child was in the late 1970's
with my own daughter. That is why I have never needed anyone to convince me
that vaccine damage is a reality." Isaac Golden
Vaccine damage is a tradegy that is inflicted not only on the damaged
child but also upon the whole family. This is a very positive book which
may offer some hope. This book asks and answers four basic questions
Does vaccination cause damage?
What are the symptoms of vaccine damage?
How can we prevent vaccine damage?
How do we treat vaccine damage? The answers to these questions are
supported by many facts and figures and case examples.
$33.00 [LINK:
http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001FHB6bb‐
8h6KUkKR_0UVlbo5XCuYy7l_cfLq3NaGmmlEKFwfttlMD2JWhu2m‐
dvYjuY9kxZHD21kG8yV9Ymu8pAsyCXUia8mOUK6VZdTNnb5ykf2ONp5CLajZnfz3_PzjIWA‐
rFlJC9XzzKDml4j9WENaNylenLCXTWHbKkTjJo0=]
Buy here

Good News for The Alphabet Kids
Michael Sichel DO ND PhD [IMAGE: Good news for alphabet kids]
EXPANDED AND UPDATED 3RD EDITION
292 pages
152mm x 234mm
Michael Sichel's new book discusses issues such as:
? How ADHD drugs can be eliminated.
? New childhood disorders are related: ADD, Asperger's, ADHD, Autism, ODD
etc.
? The gut affects the brain in 80% of regressive ASD ‐ and why.
? Milk and bread cause 'brain fog' in 64% of 900 ASD children.
? ASD children can be improved by removing refinde sugars

? Hidden vaccine‐generated immune damage can often be repaired.
? Natural chicken pox gives 60% less brain tumors and less shingles.
? Natural measles is good for healthy children.
? It is illegal for parents not to be told the dangers of vaccination
? Metals like mercury, lead and arsenic are linked to ASD and how they can
be detected and removed. $38.00 [LINK:
http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001FHB6bb‐
8h6IsRDWhf2n97PICzlT3ElrFJSrDvC5Dk3ibxWBqJDz6yIL_65d4mrSJDWz5Y_US_BNieeLa940zDYj‐
Vhr0e00Gmdw‐ErvYgUOZ3YC0Qpcp_5LZVB‐o1F_1ucHITbrobJ0EM7J3gRTb1M‐
r428LrGSnY_DRgxHkkJ8yJM2LDQoc9Z1AYSMcfRZW]
Buy here

7 Things Your Doctor Forgot To Tell You
by Dr Warren Sipser and Andi Lew[IMAGE: 7 things]
315 pages
135mm W x 209 mm H x 20mm
How healthy are you really? Take the test and then find out what you can
do to improve your health. This book gives you 7 key things your doctor may
have forgotten to tell you that you can incorporate into your lifestyle to
achieve optimal health. 7 Things Your Doctor Forgot To Tell You is a
scientifically based approach to manifest wellness. Reading this book can
empower you to make more informed common sense choices to improve the
health of you and your loved ones, easily and effectively.
$25.00 [LINK:
http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001FHB6bb‐8h6J3dsze9kE7XVFBnVFGguj5MaeUn3u7prFijTqdcXCCr‐
8KTN_5vjB5pIWk1FbCC_LlcWZ‐WHehnhN99rHfMSqc2rgUDGMnS6qidDgz0fRR0zqOw83P_kVwGAVJoOWR‐
QyaiPtH15P8aYoetcI0h4PDunQL3BXYY1cr8Ncuf_lbau‐cwWh‐j_3J]
Buy here

Investigate Before You Vaccinate: A guide for parents
VISA (Vaccination Information South Australia)[IMAGE: Investigate]
Revised and updated September 2008
63 Pages
98mm x 208mm
Nobody wants their child to suffer from disease or illness, but are
vaccines the answer? Most literature about vaccination promotes the belief
that the benefits of vaccines outweigh any potential risks. This booklet
contains information that questions both the effectivness and safety of
vaccines.
$5.00 for each booklet (including P&H) or 20 copies or more for $3.75 each
(plus $10 postage) [LINK:
http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001FHB6bb‐8h6LXyU6ser_VrPLgRI4JOoFC1YbqjVAnvL7AZ‐
2HrbdWpHifIPbEnazZ20D_1PlhqhnlSBtZ4IAyBvWScO6xcGPXvUWxkyycEjnpKz8PhRO7ept8AflJWxUAwaQS0K
Ek5_Z_Cf2dT00YuVG‐0lQm8hW9w07EyGmATieAT8LzlNwvW3FPJhMBQPmB]
Buy here
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